We consider a class of two-and three-dimensional h-refined meshes generated by an adaptive finite element method. We introduce an element partition tree, which controls the execution of the multi-frontal solver algorithm over these refined grids. We propose and study algorithms with polynomial computational cost for the optimization of these element partition trees. The trees provide an ordering for the elimination of unknowns. The algorithms automatically optimize the element partition trees using extensions of dynamic programming. The construction of the trees by the dynamic programming approach is expensive. These generated trees cannot be used in practice, but rather utilized as a learning tool to propose fast heuristic algorithms. In this first part of our paper we focus on the dynamic programming approach, and draw a sketch of the heuristic algorithm. The second part will be devoted to a more detailed analysis of the heuristic algorithm extended for the case of hp-adaptive grids.
Introduction
The finite element method (FEM) is a popular approach (Hughues, 2000; Zienkiewicz et al., 2013; Demkowicz, 2006) to approximate solutions of partial differential equations (PDEs).
It has multiple applications in two and three-dimensions (Barboteu et al., 2013; Strug et al., 2013; Karczewska et al., 2016) . The discrete approximation of the solution of a PDE using FEM uses a computational mesh to describe the geometry of the domain and approximating functions to the solution. This from finite element discretizations (Duff et al., 1986; Duff and Reid, 1983; 1984) . This algorithm works in both single-and multi-processor environments, either in the shared-memory (Fiałko, 2009a; 2009b; 2010) or distributed-memory (Amestoy et al., 2000; 2001; 2006) , parallel machines.
Classical multi-frontal solvers, such as MUMPS (Amestoy et al., 2000; 2001; 2006) use an ordering constructed based on the analysis of the sparsity of the global matrix (Liu, 1990) . We build an element partition tree based on the computational mesh, and construct our ordering based on this element partition tree.
We focus on classes of two-dimensional h-refined meshes, obtained through an iterative adaptive process, where some finite elements are selected for h refinement, and thus broken into smaller finite elements. Algorithms performing h refinements in the areas of local point or edge singularities are essential to solving a variety of engineering problems (Bao et al., 2012; Kardani et al., 2012; Niemi et al., 2012; Patro et al., 2013 ). The refinement process is controlled by one of many available adaptive algorithms (Babuška and Rheinboldt, 1978; Becker et al., 2000; Belytschko and Tabbar, 1993; Errikson and Johnson, 1991) , and the goal of the process is to increase the accuracy of the numerical solution by adding a limited number of new basis functions associated with new elements generated in the areas of a large numerical error.
A refined 2D mesh with rectangular elements can be considered a finite set of vertical and horizontal line segments, vertices (intersections of line segments) and rectangles bounded by these line segments. An element partition tree is a binary rooted tree that describes the partition of the mesh by these line segments.
We present a dynamic programming algorithm for the optimization of element partition trees for a class of 2D meshes. The goal of the optimization is to find element partition trees that results in an ordering providing a minimal number of floating point operations of the multi-frontal solver algorithm. Cost functions for the element partition trees are defined based on the mesh topological information. The optimization problem we consider lies at the intersection of discrete geometry and combinatorial optimization.
The construction of the element partition trees by the dynamic programming approach is expensive. These generated optimal trees cannot be used in practice, but rather guide our heuristic methods. In this paper we describe our optimization procedure and present a class of element partition trees obtained from our optimization procedure.
From the analysis of the automatic optimization results, we outline a heuristic algorithm to construct element partition trees, which is based on multilevel recursive bisections. The second part of our paper (AbouEisha et al., 2016) will be devoted to a more detailed analysis of the heuristic algorithm extended for the case of hp-adaptive grids. The plan of the paper is the following. First, we define the class of meshes suitable for optimization. Second, we define partitions of the mesh. Third, we define our notion of an element partition tree. Next, we define our cost function related to the optimization of floating point operations. Later, we describe our optimization algorithms and present their computational cost. Finally, we discuss the results of our dynamic programming procedure for optimization of element partition trees.
Dynamic programming algorithm for
optimization of element partition trees 2.1. Class of meshes. The class of meshes investigated is constructed as follows. We start with a rectangle. We call the sides of this initial rectangle boundary sides and its vertices are called corners. Further vertical and horizontal straight line segments (we refer to these segments including sides of the initial rectangle as lines) may be added as follows. We select two points that lie on different existing parallel lines and which can be connected by a vertical or horizontal line and connect them by adding a line. The process may be repeated until the desired mesh structure is obtained. Once the construction process is finished, we have a mesh that is mainly a rectangle with a set of vertical and horizontal lines that lies inside it.
The following example illustrates the description of an instance of this class of meshes presented in Fig. 1 . Initially, the rectangle boundary ABGH is specified. The order of points is assumed to follow a counter-clockwise order, and the selection of the starting point is arbitrary. Then, lines CD and EF are added where their end points belong to the horizontal sides of the mesh boundary (AH and BG). Finally, line LK is drawn between lines CD and EF and KM are drawn to connect points K and M .
As a result of this construction process, we obtain a set of points that are either vertices of the initial rectangle, endpoints of the lines added or points that result from the intersection of the lines added. We call this set of points mesh points. Any segment of a straight horizontal or vertical line in the mesh that connects two different mesh points is called a mesh line. A boundary line is a mesh line which belongs to a boundary side. For example, EK, KF , and LM are mesh lines, and CE is a boundary line (see Fig. 1 ).
We define dividing lines that are used to partition a given mesh. We denote the set of vertical lines that extend from the borders of a mesh M by DL V (M ), horizontal lines that extend between the borders of M by DL H (M ) and the union of both sets by DL(M ). We do not consider vertical border sides of the mesh M among DL V (M ) and similarly for its horizontal border sides. The mesh M can be partitioned using a dividing line l that belongs to the set DL(M ). This partitioning step results in two sub meshes: M (l, 0) that represents the submesh which lies below the horizontal (left of the vertical) line l and M (l, 1) denotes the submesh which is above the horizontal (right of the vertical) line l. In Fig. 1 ,
The mesh ABGH can be partitioned using the dividing line EF resulting in the two submeshes: ABEF = ABGH(EF, 0) and EGHF = ABGH(EF, 1).
We describe an arbitrary submesh N of M by a sequence of binary partitioning steps. Formally, a submesh N of a mesh M is an expression of the kind
The resulting submesh is described as follows. First, a dividing line l 1 is used to partition the mesh M and then the submesh M (l 1 , δ 1 ) is acquired. The line l 2 is a dividing line of this submeshh (l 2 ∈ DL(M (l 1 , δ 1 ))) which is used to partition M (l 1 , δ 1 ) again until the desired submesh is obtained, etc. For example, KM HF = ABGH(EF, 1)(KM, 1). We denote by SUB(M ) the set of submeshes of the mesh M including the mesh M .
In our example, SUB(ABGH) = {ABGH, ABCD, ABEF, DCGH, DCEF, F EGH, DLKF, LCEK, KEGM, F KM H, DLM H, LCGM }.
The submesh N can be considered a mesh that is represented as a rectangle, whose sides are called border sides, that may contain a set of vertical and horizontal lines inside it. For the submesh N , we can define the notion of dividing lines in a similar way as for M , so we can use the notation DL V (N ), DL H (N ) and DL(N ). As for the initial mesh M , it is possible that a dividing line is constructed indirectly in a series of steps. For example, DL V (DLM H) = {KF } and DL H (DCGH) = {LM } (see Fig. 1) .
A submesh N of the mesh M is a unitary submesh if and only if it does not have any dividing lines, i.e., DL(N ) = ∅. We assume that each unitary submesh N of M has a unique identifier ϕ(N ). Unitary submeshes correspond to single finite elements. Let N be a submesh of M and l ∈ DL(N ). The line l represents a common border side of two submeshes: N (l, 0) and N (l, 1). We define now a number of parameters of the submesh N and the dividing line l for N :
• EP (M, N, l) represents the number of endpoints of l that lie on a boundary side.
• B(M, N ) is the number of edges on the border sides of N . These edges result from the mesh lines that cut the border sides of N or touch them if they are on boundary sides, i.e., border sides of the initial mesh M , as described in the previous paragraph.
• BE(M, N ) is the number of edges that lie in the border sides of N which are on the boundary sides, where
• BV (M, N ) represents the number of vertices of N that are endpoints of boundary sides, i.e., corners, where 0 ≤ BV (M, N ) ≤ 4.
In Fig. 1 , the corresponding values are
We denote by s(M ) the number of vertical and horizontal straight lines for each of which there exists a mesh line of M which is a segment of the straight line considered. The number s(M ) is the size of the mesh M .
Lemma 1. For any mesh
Proof. Each submesh of M is defined by its four border sides, i.e., by four straight lines. The number of possible straight lines is equal to the size s(M ) of the mesh M .
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Element partition trees.
An element partition tree is a labeled finite directed tree with a root. We define the notion of an element partition tree for a submesh N of the mesh M by induction. Let N be a unitary mesh. Then there exists only one element partition tree for N that contains exactly one node which is labeled with ϕ(N ). We denote this element partition tree by etree(ϕ(N )).
Let N be a non-unitary mesh. Then any element partition tree for N can be represented in the form etree(l, Γ 0 , Γ 1 ) where l ∈ DL(N ), Γ δ is an element partition tree for the submesh N (l, δ), δ ∈ {0, 1}, and etree(l, Γ 0 , Γ 1 ) is a tree in which the root is labeled with l, and two edges start from the root which are labeled with 0 and 1 and enter the roots of element partition trees Γ 0 or Γ 1 , respectively. We denote by ET (M, N ) the set of all element partition trees for the submesh N of the mesh M . Let Γ be an element partition tree for the submesh N of the mesh M . Any terminal node (leaf) of this tree is labeled as a unitary submesh of N . Any internal node is labeled with a line. Each internal node has exactly two edges that start from it and are labeled with 0 and 1, respectively. Figure 2 shows an element partition tree for the mesh presented in Fig. 
The corresponding recursive notation for the tree is etree(EF, etree(CD, etree(ϕ(ABCD)), etree(LK, etree(ϕ(CEKL)), etree(ϕ(LKF D)))), etree(KM, etree(ϕ(KEGM )), etree(ϕ(F KM H)))).
We associate to each node v of the element partition tree 
For each internal node v of Γ, this node is labeled with a line from DL(N Γ (v)). For each terminal node v, the submesh N Γ (v) is a unitary mesh and v is labeled with
For a node v of Γ, we denote by Γ(v) the subtree of Γ with the root in v. Thus, Γ(v) is an element partition tree for the submesh N Γ (v).
Let M be a mesh and N be a non-unitary submesh
The next statement follows immediately from the definition of element partition tree.
Proposition 1. Let M be a mesh and N be a submeshh of
M . Then ET (M, N ) = {etree(ϕ(N ))} if N is unitary, and ET (M, N ) = l∈DL(N ) ET (M, N, l) if N is non- unitary.
Cost function for element partition trees.
In this section, we define the notion of a cost function for element partition trees.
Cost function ψ has values from the set R of real numbers and is defined on triples (M, N, Γ) where M is a mesh, N is a submesh of M , and Γ is an element partition tree for N . The function ψ is given by two operators ψ 0 and F . The value of ψ is defined by induction. The operator ψ 0 represents the cost of processing a unitary submesh, and the operator F represents the cost of recursive merging of the submeshes.
If N is a unitary submesh of M and
is a real-valued function which is defined on pairs (M, N ), M is a mesh and N is a unitary submesh of M . Let N be a non-unitary mesh and
where F is a real-valued function which is defined on quintuples
Using this inductive definition, we can compute the cost of given element partition tree beginning from terminal nodes and terminating in the root.
The cost function ψ is called increasing if, for any mesh M , its non-unitary submesh N , line l ∈ DL(N ), and
The cost function ψ is called strictly increasing if, for any mesh M , its non-unitary submesh N , line l ∈ DL(N ), and
Each strictly increasing cost function is an increasing cost function.
Our cost function depends on a parameter p (the polynomial order), defined as a natural number which identifies the number of basis functions spread over vertices, edges, and interiors of unitary submeshes (finite elements): one per vertex, p per edge, and p 2 per interior. Another parameter considered is q that indicates how expensive a data transfer operation is with respect to an arithmetic operation. We assume that one data transfer operation is 107 times more expensive than an arithmetic operation with respect to time. This parameter can be set to adjust the cost of data transfer operations according to the architecture considered. Note that setting the parameter q to zero neglect the cost of data transfer operations.
In our optimization procedure we assume that we have dense frontal matrices within the element partition tree. For leaf nodes this is true, since element frontal matrices form dense blocks. For higher level nodes, when we merge two frontal matrices, the fully assembled nodes to be subtracted from other nodes have non-zeros Element partition trees for h-refined meshes to optimize direct solver performance. Part I. . . in the entire row and the column, so the subtractions may make the entire matrix full. We are not able to track zeros obtained by some subtractions, or resulting from orthogonality of the basis functions, and we treat all the entries as non-zero entries. We use
ρ as the number of arithmetic floating point operations for partial factorization of a μ × μ dense matrix with ρ fully assembled rows.
Let N be a unitary submesh of M , Γ = etree(ϕ(N )), and A be an n × n matrix with r fully assembled rows corresponding to N . Then, during the processing of the submesh N , the algorithm makes W (n, r) arithmetic floating point operations for partial factorization of A .
We send (n − r) 2 numbers corresponding to the Schur complement to the parent node if N = M and keep the n 2 numbers which result from factorization. Therefore ψ(M, N, Γ) = σq(n − r) 2 + W (n, r) Here σ = 1 if N = M and σ = 0 otherwise since all the nodes of the element partition tree except the root node must communicate Schur complement data to the parent node. In summary,
For a unitary submesh N , the matrix A contains n = p 2 + 4p + 4 rows corresponding to base functions spread over four vertices, four edges, and the interior of N .
Let N be a non-unitary submesh, Γ = etree(l, Γ 0 , Γ 1 ), where l ∈ DL(N ) and Γ δ ∈ ET (M, N (l, δ)), δ ∈ {0, 1}, and A be an m × m matrix with t fully assembled rows corresponding to N . Then, during the processing of the submesh N , the algorithm makes W (m, t) arithmetic floating point operations during partial factorization of A , it should send (m − t) 2 numbers corresponding to the Schur complement to the parent node if N = M and store m 2 numbers to keep the factorization.
Here σ = 1 if N = M and σ = 0 otherwise. The matrix A contains only rows corresponding to basis functions spread over edges and vertices that belong to the border of N or to the line l. The fully assembled rows of A correspond to basis functions spread over edges and some vertices that belong to the line l.
2.5.
Single-processor time cost function. We characterize the time complexity of element partition trees in the case when we perform computations on a single processor. First, we present common formulas with parameters for operators ψ 0 and F . Then we specify the differentiating parameters.
Let M be a mesh and N be a submesh of this mesh. If N is a unitary mesh then
Let N be a non-unitary submesh, l ∈ DL(N ), and
As above,
The operator ψ 0 is given by formula (1) with r = p 2 + BE(M, N )p + BV (M, N ) and n = p 2 + 4p + 4, and the operator F is given by formula (2) with t =
where γ ∈ {0, 1} and γ = 1 if and only if N has exactly two boundary sides which are parallel, e.g., submesh CEF D in Fig. 1 .
From (2) it follows that the cost function considered is strictly increasing.
Optimization of element partition trees.
In this section, we consider three algorithms: (i) to construct a directed acyclic graph used for the description and optimization of element partition trees, (ii) to count the number of all or only optimal element partition trees, and (iii) to optimize the element partition trees.
Directed acyclic graph Δ(M ).
Let M be a mesh. We now describe Algorithm 1 for the construction of a directed acyclic graph Δ(M ) which is used to describe and optimize the element partition trees. The set of nodes of this graph coincides with the set SUB(M ) of submeshes of the mesh M . During each iteration (with the exception of the last one) the algorithm processes one node. It starts with the graph that consists of one node M which is not processed and finishes when all nodes of the constructed graph are processed. Add these nodes to the graph. 
for any node N of the graph Δ(M ). N (l, δ) ) for any l ∈ DL(N ) and δ ∈ {0, 1}. Then, for any l ∈ DL(N ),
Proof. We prove this statement by induction on nodes of Δ(M ). Let N be a terminal node of Δ(M ). Then Etree(Δ(M ), N) = {etree(ϕ(N ))} = ET (M, N ). Let now N be an internal node of Δ(M ), and let us assume that Etree(Δ(M ), N(l, δ)) = ET (M,

we have Etree(Δ(M ), N, l) = ET (M, N, l), where DL Δ(M) (N ) = DL(N ). Using Proposition 1, we obtain Etree(Δ(M ), N) = ET (M, N ).
In consequence, the set of element partition trees for a mesh M is equal to the set Etree(Δ(M ), M). We show below that the set of strictly optimal element partition trees for a mesh M relative to an increasing cost function ψ can be represented in the form Etree (G, M ) , where G is a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ). In the next section, we describe an algorithm which counts the cardinality of the set Etree(G, M ) for a proper subgraph G of the graph Δ(M ).
Cardinality of the set Etree(G, M ).
Let M be a mesh, and G be a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ). We describe an algorithm which counts, for each node N of the graph G, the cardinality C(N ) of the set Etree(G, N ), and returns the number C(M ) = |Etree(G, M )|.
Algorithm 2. Count the cardinality C(N ).
Require: A proper subgraph G of the graph Δ(M ) for some mesh M . 1: if All nodes of the graph G are processed then 2: return C(M ) 3: end if 4: Choose a node N which is not processed yet and which is either a terminal node of G or an internal node of G such that all nodes N (l, δ) are processed for each l ∈ DL G (N ) and δ ∈ {0, 1}. Mark the node N as processed 13: Go to Step 1. 14: end if
Proposition 4. Let M be a mesh, and G be a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ). Then Algorithm 2 returns the cardinality of the set Etree(G, M ) and makes at most 2s(M )
5 operations of multiplication and addition.
Proof. We prove by induction on the nodes of the graph
Let N be a terminal node of G. Then Etree(G, N ) = {etree(ϕ(N ))} and |Etree(G, N )| = 1. Therefore the statement considered holds for N . Let now N be an internal node of G such that the statement considered holds for its children. We know that Etree(G, N ) = l∈DLG(N ) Etree (G, N, l) , where, for l ∈ DL G (N ), N (l, δ) ), δ = 0, 1}.
Then, for any l ∈ DL G (N ),
for each l ∈ DL G (N ) and δ ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore C(N ) = |Etree(G, N )|. Hence the statement considered holds. Thus
i.e., Algorithm 2 returns the cardinality of the set Etree(G, M ). We now evaluate the number of arithmetic operations made by Algorithm 2. By Lemma 1, |SUB(M )| ≤ s(M )
4 . Therefore the number of internal nodes in G is at most s(M 
Optimization procedure.
Let M be a mesh, G be a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ), and ψ be an increasing cost function for element partition trees defined by operators ψ 0 and F . Let N be a node of G and Γ ∈ Etree(G, N ). One can show that, for any node v of Γ, the element partition tree Γ(v) belongs to the set Etree (G, N Γ (v) ).
An element partition tree Γ from Etree(G, N ) is called an optimal element partition tree for N relative to ψ and
An element partition tree Γ from Etree(G, N ) is called a strictly optimal element partition tree for N relative to ψ and G if, for any node v of Γ, the element partition tree Γ(v) is an optimal element partition tree for N Γ (v) relative to ψ and G.
We denote by Etree opt ψ (G, N ) the set of optimal element partition trees for N relative to ψ and G. We denote by Etree 
) and Γ be the element partition tree obtained from Γ by the replacement of Γ(v) with Γ 0 . One can show that Γ ∈ Etree(G, N ). Since ψ is strictly increasing and
We now describe Algorithm 3 which is an optimization procedure relative to the cost function ψ. This algorithm attaches to each node N of G the number c(N ) = min{ψ(M, N, Γ) : Γ ∈ Etree(G, N )} and, probably, removes some l-pairs of edges starting from internal nodes of G. As a result, we obtain a proper subgraph G ψ of the graph G. By construction, G ψ is also a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ). Mark N as processed 8:
Go to Step 1. 9: end if 10: if N is non-unitary then 11:
Compute the value
14:
Remove all l-pairs of edges starting from N for which c(N ) < c(N, l). (N ) and c(N, l) = ψ G (N, l) .
Proof.
We proceed by induction on the nodes of the graph
. Let now N be an internal node of G such that the statement considered holds for each node N (l, δ) such that l ∈ DL G (N ) and δ ∈ {0, 1}. We know that
Etree (G, N, l) and, for each l ∈ DL G (N ),
Etree(G, N, l)
= {etree(l, Γ 0 , Γ 1 ) :
Since ψ is an increasing cost function, (N (l, 1)) ),
Theorem 1.
Let ψ be an increasing cost function for element partition trees, M be a mesh, and G be a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ). Then, for any node N of the graph G ψ , the following equality holds:
Proof. We proceed by induction on nodes of G ψ . We use Lemma 2 which shows that, for each node N of the graph G and for each l ∈ DL G (N ), c(N 
Etree (G ψ , N, l) and, for each l ∈ DL G ψ (N ),
Assume that, for any l ∈ DL G ψ (N ) and δ ∈ {0, 1},
We know that (N (l, 0) ), ψ G (N (l, 1) 
Since N is an internal node then Γ can be represented in the form etree(l, Γ 0 , Γ 1 ), where l ∈ DL G (N ), and N) . As a result, we have Etree 
Corollary 1. Let ψ be a strictly increasing cost function for element partition trees, M be a mesh, and G be a proper subgraph of the graph Δ(M ). Then, for any node
This corollary follows immediately from Proposition 5 and Theorem 1.
Numerical results
We use a dynamic programming algorithm to find optimal element partition trees for a simple class of meshes. We assume that each division of a mesh follows a straight horizontal or vertical line that cuts the entire sub-domain. The element partition trees use these horizontal or vertical divisions of the whole mesh or mesh parts and the optimal ones are found using dynamic programming. The dynamic programming algorithm seeks to find all optimal element partition trees. The found trees are optimal among the studied class of element partition trees. The algorithm starts with the whole mesh and lists all possible divisions (by horizontal or vertical line) of the mesh. Then at every step, the algorithm finds all possible divisions (by a horizontal or a vertical line) of each previously found part of a mesh. If a logically identical partition of the mesh has been found before, further divisions of this part are omitted in following steps. In this way, the tree of partitions of the whole mesh can be constructed. Figure 3 shows the tree of partitions of an example mesh. Based on the obtained tree of partitions, the best partition (according to the defined cost function) is found. The best partition of each level is used to determine the class of optimal element partition trees for a given mesh. 
3.1.
Quasi-optimal element partition trees. This section describes the results of the optimization of the element partition trees for meshes with a point singularity and two edge singularities, shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
These results are an extension of the conference presentations (AbouEisha et al., 2015; AbouEisha et al., 2014) , where we focused on one representative tree, while in this paper we look at the whole class of trees.
We optimize with respect to the cost function defined in Section 2. The column "# all trees" in Tables 1  and 2 contains the number of all element partition trees for the meshes with point and two-edge singularities, respectively. For the point singularity, we optimize over one-quarter of the mesh. We call the point singularity and the two-edge singularity meshes P k and A k , respectively, where k denotes the number of refinement levels. The number of trees increases fast with the number of refinement steps. This prevents a naive search algorithm from solving the problem. Table 1 summarizes the number of optimal element partition trees for P k meshes with different polynomial orders p. All optimal trees for a given mesh have the same value of the studied cost function. The P k meshes are simpler than the other investigated classes, so we are able to understand the behavior of any such optimal tree. For A k meshes, the situation is more complex. Table 2 presents the number of optimal trees for A k meshes. We summarize this section with some example optimal element partition trees in Figs. 7 and 8.
Sample heuristic algorithm and 3D examples
We present a sketch of a simple heuristic algorithm that can be drawn from the presented dynamic programming results. By looking at the sample optimal element partition trees, generated for the refined grids, we can observe the following property. The levels of the trees contain elements with different sizes, namely the element obtained at various stages of the refinement process. Based on this observation, we can propose the following simple algorithm. We call the algorithm bisection weighted by element size. The algorithm creates an initial undirected graph G for a finite element mesh. Each node of the graph G corresponds to one of finite elements from the mesh. There is an edge in the graph G connecting two nodes when the corresponding finite elements are neighbors in the mesh. Additionally, each node of graph G has an attribute weight with the value defined in the following way. The weight attribute is defined as the following function of the refinement level of an element:
The intuition behind the weight is that the smallest weight is associated with the "smallest" elements from the deepest refinement level, while the highest weight is associated to the "largest" elements from the top refinement level. After forming the initial graph G, the function named BisectionWeightedByElementSize() is called with the parameter G. The function BisectionW eightedByElementSize returns the element partition tree, and it is defined as follows: The create one element tree t with the node v ∈ G; 3:
return t; 4: end if 5: Calculate a balanced weighted partition of graph G into G1 and G2; 6: t1 = BisectionWeightedByElementSize(G1) 7: t2 = BisectionWeightedByElementSize(G2) 8: create new root node t with left child t1, right child t2 9: return t function calls the METIS routine WPartGraphRecursive() to get the partition of the graph with nodes weighted by (4). Having the element partition tree generated by the algorithm, we can extract the ordering and call the sequential solver. For a detailed description on how to construct ordering based on the element partition tree, we refer the reader to Chapter 9 of the book by Paszyński (2016) . We have executed the algorithm on sample three-dimensional grids with point, edge and face singularities. The resulting partitions of the mesh are denoted with different colors in Figs. 9-11.
We generated the orderings using our element partition trees and counted the resulting number of floating-point operations (multiplications, subtraction, and additions). We compared the number of floating-point operations with alternating state-of-the-art orderings, namely, the nested-dissections (Karypis and Kumar, 1999) , approximate minimum degree AMD (Amestoy et al., 1996) , and PORD available through MUMPS interface. The comparison is presented in Tables 3-5. To compare the execution time, we consider a three-dimensional problem of projection of MRI scan data, described in detail by Schaefer et al. (2015) . The sequence of three-dimensional h-adaptive grids used for the computations of the projection of the MRI scan data in presented in Fig. 12 . The corresponding execution times of the MUMPS solver using the ordering resulting from either our bisections weighted by the element size algorithm or the automatic ordering provided by the MUMPS solver are summarized in Table 6 .
Conclusion
We have described a dynamic programming algorithm with the polynomial time complexity that optimizes element partition trees for multi-frontal solvers for h-adaptive two-dimensional grids. We compare the number of total element partition trees and the number of Fig. 9 . Three-dimensional mesh with a point singularity partitioned by our algorithm. optimal trees, for different numbers of refinement levels and different polynomial orders of approximation. An intuitive description on how to construct of the element partition trees based on selected optimal element partition trees obtained from the optimization procedure is the following. We can see that the optimal tree processes the mesh level by level, by slices defined by the particular refinements. The partitions of the mesh usually generates two well-balanced parts, with an identical "volume" of elements. The optimal trees differ mainly by the order of selection of horizontal or vertical partitions on particular levels of the tree. We have used this insight to produce an outline of the heuristic algorithm that constructs the element partition tree by weighted recursive partitions of the mesh, using the refinement level as the element weights. We show that this algorithm allows us to reduce the number of floating-point operations or the execution time up to the factor of two. We are going to use this insight in the second part of the paper (AbouEisha et al., 2016) to propose a more general heuristic algorithm, Fig. 10 . Three-dimensional mesh with an edge singularity partitioned by our algorithm. targeting the hp-adaptive computations.
